Society of American Archivists  
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC AWARENESS  
Zoom Call 12/08/2021, 2:00 - 3:00 pm CT  

Agenda

I. Roll Call:

II. November meeting minutes

III. SAA Call for program proposals due January 5 (Rachel)  
   A. No qualitative feedback on last year’s workshop (checked with Teresa)  
   B. Want to do mini-workshop on advocacy  
   C. Leaning towards virtual, possibly hybrid but so far only Rachel S. is reasonably sure she can go onsite  
   D. COPA volunteers: Lynn, Erika, Rebecca (will not be at SAA in person, but will help with planning/virtual, Kristianna (same as Rebecca); Rachael W. (probably virtual as well), Kate, Anna (may attend in person?)  
   E. Lauren McDaniel from I&A & Cathy Miller from RAAC are interested  
   F. Link for folder for SAA 2022 Conference documents, only one document now for proposal

IV. Interested in coordinating another storytelling workshop?

V. Followed by “A Finding Aid to My Soul” event?

VI. ArchivesAWARE! Blog updates (Kristi) -  
   A. Calendar

VII. Standing Updates  
   A. Council Report (Rachel Winston)  
   B. COPP (Bryan Whitledge)  
   C. Joint Working Groups  
      1. CoSA/NAGARA/SAA/ALA/RAAC (Rachel/Bryan)  
         a) November 9 notes  
      2. COPP/COPA/RAAC/I&A (Kate) -  
         a) Nov 30 notes

VIII. Any Other Business
A. **COPA documents** on Google drive (Rachel)
   1. Microsite documents - need to add to microsite from Aug to present, putting on here for my accountability (Rachel)

B. **2021/2022 Work plan in progress** (Rachel S. & Kate)
   1. Feel free to revise/edit/use as guiding document for or plans this year

C. Survey for 2022 meetings through July: [https://forms.gle/TpWFg3teyGChQT2L6](https://forms.gle/TpWFg3teyGChQT2L6)
   Please fill out by Friday, December 17

**Next Call:** Keep eye out for Doodle poll for 2022 meetings

**Notetaker:** Ericka Dudley?